XLerators™ SLOTLESS ELECTRIC RACING

A totally new approach to electric HO racing—XLerators run on slotless track using a patented electrical principle which permits controlled racing of up to four cars simultaneously.

Each XLerators car contains a special diode which is matched to a diode in the terminal track. This makes controlled racing possible anywhere on the track—without any slots or guide pins to hold the cars in fixed lane positions.
YOU CONTROL THE ACTION
With XL Powerpulse Controls, the XLerators respond to your every command. The handy push-button controller lets you speed up—slow down—pass—or keep other cars from passing you.

XL Powerpulse Controls are powered by a rugged XL Transformer which plugs into the wall. This safe, convenient, UL-listed AC power source provides continuous action—hour after hour! No batteries to change. Nothing to recharge or replace.

NO SLOTS TO HOLD YOU DOWN
Exclusive XLerators slotless track provides free-wheeling action never before possible with any kind of racing set—battery operated, motorized or electric!

Now—you decide when, where and how to pass—or how to keep others cars from passing you!

XLerators slotless track has the handy new Speed-Lok™ feature. It sets up easily—and can be taken apart easily—with Aurora’s new Quikee-Lok™ track key.

PASS ‘EM INSIDE OR OUT!
Only XLerators gives you the thrill of changing lanes and passing when you want to. Trail ‘em—and then cut loose with a quick burst of speed! Pass on the inside—on the outside—on the blazing straightaways—on the giant-sized banked turn (the largest ever in HO racing)—or on the tight, twisting curves if you can!
2611—FIGURE EIGHT RACING SET

Realistic HO Car Racing with two XLerators that can pass and change lanes on command! No slots or pins to hold them in separate lanes. With free-wheeling XLerators, everything goes—anywhere on this 16'-6" race track.

Contains:
2 XLerators,
2 XL Powerpulse Controls,
XLerator Power-Pak,
Guard Rails, Trestles,
Racing Oil and Quik-Lok Track Key.

Track Footage: 16'-6"
Layout Size: 82"x32"
Carton Pack: 3
Carton Wgt.: 21 lbs.
2612—THE DEMOLITION “8” RACING SET

Blazing lane-changing action with the new spectacular demolition intersection.

Two lightning fast XLerator HO Cars—with matching XLerator PowerPulse Controls. Set a blistering pace that’s hard to beat.

Contains:
- 2 XLerator Cars
- 2 XL Powerpulse Controls
- XLerator Power-Pak
- Guard Rails
- Racing Oil and Quiken-Lok Track Key

Track Footage: 18'-6"
Layout Size: 82'x42'
Carton Pack: 3
Carton Wgt.: 25 lbs.
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2613—BIG LOOP RACING SET
A rugged race course with over 18 feet of racing action on curves, hills and high speed straightaways. Two lightning fast XLerator HO Cars take the tough banked curves and Loop the Loop, guided by matching XL Powerpulse Controls.

Contains:
- 2 XLerator Cars
- 1 XL Powerpulse Control
- XLerator Power-Pak
- Guard Rails, Trestles
- Racing Oil and Quik-Lok Track Key

Track Footage: 18'-4" Layout Size: 83'x36'
Carton Pack: 3 Carton Wgt.: 261/2 lbs.
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2614 - Sideswipers IV Team Racing Set

The most exciting HO racing set ever! Four XLerator HO Cars barreling down 24 feet of track. Each controlled with its own XL Powerpulse push button controller. Two people can race and each controls two cars at the same time. Up to four can play individually or in teams.

Contains:
- 4 XLerator Cars,
- 4 XL Powerpulse Controllers,
- XLerator Transformer,
- Guard Rails, Trestles,
- Racing Oil and Quikee-Lok Track Key.

Track Footage: 24'-0"
Layout Size: 77"x34"
Carton Pack: 3
Carton Wgt.: 29 lbs.
2729 XL AC TRANSFORMER (UL LISTED)

2731 XL POWERPULSE CONTROL

2748 XLERATOR WALL-PAK (UL LISTED)

2720 3 PIECE BANKED CURVE SET

2736 LOOP-THE-LOOP TRACK

2707 XL FIREBIRD (CAR #1)
Carton pack 24. Weight 4 lbs.

2708 XL CAMERO (CAR #2)
Carton pack 24. Weight 4 lbs.

2743 XL FORD J (CAR #3)
Carton pack 24. Weight 4 lbs.

2744 XL CHAPPARAL (CAR #4)
Carton pack 24. Weight 4 lbs.

2720 3 PIECE BANKED CURVE SET
includes banked entrance center and exit curves, guard rails.
Carton pack 6 sets. Weight 10 lbs.

2736 LOOP-THE-LOOP TRACK
Carton pack 12. Weight 13 lbs.
ACCESSORIES

XLerator Slotless Electric Racing Sets and track layouts can be expanded by adding straight or curved track, banked curves, extra XLerator Cars and XL Powerpulse Controls. A complete line of XLerator accessories and service parts are available.

2729 XL AC TRANSFORMER (UL LISTED)
Carton pack 6. Weight 9 lbs.

2748 XLERATOR WALL-PAK
Carton pack 6. Weight 5 lbs.

2731 XL POWERPULSE CONTROL
Carton pack 24. Weight 4 lbs.

2734 9” RADIUS CURVE “A” (PAIR)—BLISTER PACK
Carton pack 24 pairs. Weight 12 lbs.

2735 9” RADIUS CURVE “B” (PAIR)—BLISTER PACK
Carton pack 24 pairs. Weight 12 lbs.

2732 12” RADIUS CURVE “A” (PAIR)—BLISTER PACK
Carton pack 24 pairs. Weight 10 lbs.

2733 12” RADIUS CURVE “B” (PAIR)—BLISTER PACK
Carton pack 24 pairs. Weight 10 lbs.

2721 15” RADIUS CURVE “A” (PAIR)—BLISTER PACK
Carton pack 24 pairs. Weight 12 lbs.

2722 15” RADIUS CURVE “B” (PAIR)—BLISTER PACK
Carton pack 24 pairs. Weight 12 lbs.

2723 6” RADIUS CURVE (PAIR)—BLISTER PACK
Carton pack 24 pairs. Weight 9 lbs.

2724 9” STRAIGHT TRACK—BLISTER PACK
Carton pack 24. Weight 18 lbs.

2727 18” STRAIGHT TRACK (PAIR)—BLISTER PACK
Carton pack 24 pairs. Weight 18 lbs.

2728 9” TERMINAL TRACK—BLISTER PACK
Carton pack 24. Weight 8 lbs.

2738 DEMOLITION INTERSECTION—BLISTER PACK
Carton pack 24. Weight 8 lbs.